Introduction.
In this paper several characterizations of totally bounded sets of precompact operators are given. These lead to an affirmative solution of the conjecture that a collectively compact set Ä is totally bounded iff Si*= {K*: KCSi} is collectively compact.
Let 3E and g) be real or complex normed linear spaces with adjoints ï* and D*, respectively. Let the closed unit ball in any of these spaces be denoted by attaching a subscript 1, and let [ï, g)] be the set of bounded linear operators with domain ï and range in $. An In §4 a concept is introduced which is weaker than collective compactness in incomplete spaces but nevertheless shares most of its properties.
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2. Totally bounded sets of precompact operators. Furthermore, the elements of g)f define an equicontinuous family of complex valued functions on the compact closure of SiXi in the completion of §). Thus §)* restricted to SiXi is totally bounded.
Assume that SÎ satisfies (B) as well as (A), and let e>0 be given. We shall complete the proof of the theorem by constructing a finite cover for SÎ consisting of sets of diameter at most e. Choose an e/3 net yi*, y2*, ■ ■ ■ ,y* for g)i* restricted to £&. For each k = l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n choose a finite cover {Sikj:j=l, 2, • • • , mk] for SI such that {^%y*:j=l, 2, ■ • • , mk\ is a cover for Sl*yk* consisting of sets of diameter at most e/3. Let % be the finite family % = {DB=1 Sïkjk} where (jii jt> ' " ' > Jn) runs through all ordered «-tuples of integers with likjkS'mk for k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , «. Then % covers St. Assume Ki, K2CPtLi®kh, xCXi, and y*£g)i*. Choose yk* so that y*-y** restricted to St%i has norm at most e/3. Then Thus the elements of % are sets of diameter at most e, and SÎ is totally bounded. (A) Six is totally bounded for each x£ïi, and (B) Si*tyi* is totally bounded.
Proof. The proof is essentially dual to that given for Theorem 2.1 except that the proposition that an operator K in [ï, g)] is precompact iff A* is compact must be used [5, III. Proof. If Si* is collectively compact, then SÎ is totally bounded by either Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2. If Si is totally bounded, then $*2)i*i=ï* is totally bounded by Theorem 2.2 and thus has compact closure since ï* is complete. Hence SÎ* is collectively compact. Proof. Assume (A). For arbitrary e>0 we shall construct an e-net for A^fçiï*.
The subspace 3E' = ï(e/12) may be assumed closed since the norm of an operator is the same whether restricted to a subspace or its closure. Let E' and E be projection operators with 3£' = E'ï and I = E'+E.
Then F is a compact operator, so we can choose a finite set x\, x2, • • • , xB£ïi such that for any xEïi there is an x¿ for which ||jS(*-*<)|| £1. Since ®*$* is an equicontinuous family of functionals on the compact set Fïi W{xi, x2, Thus SÎ* is collectively compact since Ï* is complete. Assume (B). Then Si*, and hence SÎ, is bounded. Choose an e-net AYyi*, K2*y2*, • • • , K*yn* from Si*2)i*. Let ï(e)=a"-i null space (K,*y¡*). Let x£ï(e) and 7££$. Choose y*C^i* such that y*Kx = \\Kx\\, and choose K*y* such that ||^*y*-X/y/|| ^e. Then \\Kx\\=y*Kx=(K*y*-K,*yJ*)x^e\\x\\. Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.2 can be used to prove another characterization of totally bounded sets of precompact operators. (A) $x is totally bounded for each xCHLi.
(B) For each e>0 there is a subspace ï(e) of finite deficiency in % which satisfies ||7i| 36(e)|| =*for each KCSÎ-Proof. In (B) the subspace ï' = ï(l) may be assumed closed since the norm of an operator is the same whether restricted to a subspace or to its closure. Thus there is a bounded projection E' onto %'. Let E = I -E'. Since Eï is finite dimensional and hence complete, the uniform boundedness principle together with (A) implies a bound b
for {\\K\EZW: KCSt\. Thus supj||x||: KG®} Sl||£Í|+i||£||.
Since (A) and (B) imply that SÎ is bounded, the theorem now follows easily from Theorems 3.2 and 2.2. and "has compact closure" are replaced by "collectively precompact," "precompact operator" and "is totally bounded," respectively.
In certain cases this assertion is most easily checked by passing to [ï, g)] where g) is the completion of g). In no case is the verification difficult.
We conclude by giving a characterization of collectively precompact sets similar to Theorem 3.2. Theorem 4.3. A subset Si of [ï, g)] is collectively precompact iff it is bounded and for every e>0 there exists a subspace g)(e) of finite deficiency in g)* such that \¡K*\ g)(e)|| ¿efor all KCSi.
Proof.
If Si is collectively precompact, it is certainly bounded. Choose an e-net AiXi, K2x2, • • • , Knx" for $& and let g)(e) = {y*:y*KjXj = 0, 7 = 1, 2, • • • , «}. If y*Gg)(e)i and xC$i, then \K*y*x\ =\y*iKx-K¡x¡)\ ^e for suitable Ayx3-. Thus HA:*! g)(e)|| ^e.
To prove the sufficiency of the condition, note that Si* satisfies Theorem 3.2 so Si Hi QSi **&** is totally bounded.
The reader can easily formulate a theorem which bears the same relation to Theorems 2.1 and 4.3 as Theorem 3.3 bears to Theorems 2.2 and 3.2.
